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Clinical Linguistics

«The application of linguistic science to the study of 
communication disability, as encountered in clinical 
situations.» 

[Crystal, 1981: 1] 



Communication Disabilities…

– Linguistic competence affected
– Phonetics & phonology, morphology, syntax, pragmatics

– Production and/or understanding

– Onset
– Developmental vs. acquired language disorder 

– Language Modality
– Written, spoken, signed language



My research lines

1. Profiling communicative abilities

2. «Digital Linguistic Biomarkers»

3. Development of databases and test to support Speech & Language 
Therapist



1. Profiling communicative abilities

«The origins of LARSP lie in a serendipitous encounter with a language delayed child, at a 
time when a linguistically informed analysis of language was not a routine weapon in the 
speech pathologist’s armoury. […]

The Department of Linguistic Science at the University of Reading was established in 1965. 
One of my roles was to teach courses in the structure of English and child language 
acquisition, and so, when a phone call came through from the Royal Berkshire Hospital, 
just down the road, it was put through to me. It was from the audiologist, Dr Kevin 
Murphy, who was hoping that there was someone who could visit his department to 
advise on the assessment of a 3-year-old child whose speech was puzzling them. There 
were no hearing problems, it seems, and intelligence and social skills were normal, but she 
wasn’t saying very much, and when she did speak her utterances evidently sounded 
immature.

I spent an afternoon observing a session with her therapist. It was the first language-
delayed child I had ever seen, but her language output was immediately recognizable to 
anyone familiar with the limited but growing literature on language development in 
children.»

[Crystal, 2012: 4]



Examples…



2. Digital Linguistic Biomarkers

«Objective, quantifiable behavioral data that 
can be collected and measured using digital 
devices, allowing for a low-cost pathology 
detection, classification and monitoring»  

[Gagliardi, Kokkinakis & Duñabeitia, 2021]







3. Databases & test

– How can we support the clinical activities of 
Speech and Language Therapist?



T-PEC: Test di Produzione Elicitata di Clitici
[Crocetti et al., 2021]       https://tpectest.altervista.org/



SMAAV – Semantic Memory Assessment on Action Verbs
[Gagliardi, 2021] https://smaav.altervista.org/

1 - Naming

2 – Multiple choice

3 – Picture Task



DILLo – Database Italiano del Lessico per Logopedisti
[Corsi, Gagliardi & Gregori, 2020]       http://dillo.dilef.unifi.it/app/dillo/



Clinical Linguistics: may it be a potential 
application for NLG?

Profiling communicative abilities

«Digital Linguistic Biomarkers»

Development of databases and test to support 
Speech & Language Therapist

- Creation of “flexible”, personalized test

- pseudo-words generation

- multilingual and multimodal materials


